Wars in Britain 1066-1485 Catalogue

ARCHAEOLOGY OF English Battlefields: Conflict in the Pre-Industrial Landscape
Foard & Morris 190p. large format v well ill Not Just Wars of the Roses & the ECW (Though Glenn was the chap who found the new site of Bosworth and there is som.£ interesting stuff on ECW skirmish sites) £23.50

ARMS &amp; WARFARE DURING THE WARS OF THE ROSES
Sadler. 20p. Good introduction £5.00

ARMIES OF FEUDAL EUROPE 1066-1300 A.D.: ORGANISATION, TACTICS, DRESS AND WEAPONS 122 ILLUSTRATIONS.
HEATH WRG publications 2nd edition near fine hardback £75.00

ARMIES OF THE MIDDLE AGES 2) EASTERN ARMIES
Heath. very good condition 2nd hand pbk £55.00

ARMOUR AND WEAPONS
Martin, P (Rene North translation) 300p. VERY GOOD CONDITION HARDBACK, V WELL ILL WITH EXAMPLES FROM EUROPEAN COLLECTIONS 1967 EDE OF SWISS £0.00

BANNOCKBURN
Konstam, A. Hardback. Non partisan view of the battle £16.50

BARNET, 1471
Clarke, D BATTLEFIELD GUIDE series, v well ill. £9.99

BARNET, BATTLE OF
McGill. 40p. ill. (inc colour Heraldry) £6.00

BATTLE OF BOSWORTH : NOBLES &amp; KNIGHTS PROFILES
Pritchard 126p. large format. all colour illus Brief biogs of the nobles present plus their coats of arms £25.00

BATTLE OF HASTINGS 1066 : The uncomfortable Truth
Gehan & Mage hardback. Essential read Superb study arguing for a different battlefield site. First Bosworth, now Hastings. what next?? £17.99

BATTLE OF NORTHAMPTON 1460
Ingham, Mike pbk. 160p. some B&W illus. On 10 July 1460 King Henry VI and his army waited for the Yorkists in a heavily fortified camp in fields outside Northampton. Published by the Northampton Battlefield society £9.99

BATTLE OF NORTHAMPTON 1460
Ingham, Mike pbk. 160p. some B&W illus. On 10 July 1460 King Henry VI and his army waited for the Yorkists in a heavily fortified camp in fields outside Northampton. Published by the Northampton Battlefield society £9.99

BATTLES & MAJOR SKIRMISHERS IN GREAT BRITAIN & BRITISH WATERS 55BC-1797
Muter J 56p. Lists actions by date £5.50

BLOOD RED ROSES: The Archaeology of a Mass Grave from the Battle of Towton AD 1461
Fiorato, V et al Large format v well ill SECOND ENLARGED EDITION Pbk £24.50

BOSWORTHS 1485 : A BATTLEFIELD RE-DISCOVERED
Foard &amp; Curry 220p. Large format Full colour hardback. Incredible detail of the amazing archaelogical hunt for, and survey of, this iconic battlefield. Essentia. Medieval reading £43.50

BOSWORTH 1485: Psychology of a Battle
Jones MK Argues, amongst others things, for a different battle site £23.99

BOSWORTH, BATTLE OF
Freezywater pub. £5.99

BRITISH ARCHER or TRACTS OF ARCHERY

CASTLES OF EDWARD I IN WALES 1277-1307
Gravett, C FOR 64p £10.50

CAVALIERI IN GIOSTRE : Knights at Jousts & Tournaments in the C15th & C16th 1)
Cristini, L 70p v well ill inc superb colour plates. ITALIAN TEXT. Tournaments arms armour & the Triumph of Maximillian £19.99

CHRONICLE OF THE WHITE ROSE OF YORK
Giles, (Ed) reprint. The historical documents making up this collection were written in the vernacular language in the reigns of Edward IV by eye witnesses of the events they describe. The value of these chronicles is underlined by the general acknowledgement that there are fewer authentic records of the events taking place during the reigns of Henry VI, Edward IV, and Richard III, than in many earlier periods of English history. Edited by J. A. Giles, this work put into modern English, was pullished by Bonn in 1845 £24.50

CLAN DONALD’S GREATEST DEFEAT: HARLAW 1411
Sadler near mint pbk. FEW ONLY SPECIAL OFFER £9.99

CLOTHING OF THE COMMON MAN 1350-1480
Morris R 40p. ill £6.00

CLOTHING OF THE COMMON WOMAN 1350-1480
Morris R 16p. ill £3.00

COLOURATION & CONQUEST IN MEDIEVAL IRELAND
The English in Louth 1170-1130 Smith, 200p. £32.50

CROOKED STICK: History of the Longbow West
Soar H D 240p. v well ill. hbk £14.99

CROWN AND NOBILITY: ENGLAND 1272 - 1461

DECEIVERS
Richardson. 132p. ill. - Last two years of the wars of the Roses and the actions of the major players £5.99

DID THEY WASH IN THOSE DAYS? Personal Hygiene Cleanliness & Washing C14th- C17th
Morris R 40p. v well ill. Full descriptions of castles and their History. Scale drawinges, photos, plans etc. £75.00

ENGLISH CASTLES 1200-1300
Gravett, C Osprey fortress 86 £10.99

ENGLISH LONGBOWMAN
Osprey Warrior £9.50
original full colour plates reproduced in full colour, sepi monochrome plates reproduced black & white, quality hardback. 2016 reissue. Charles Stothard’s great work remains one of the most beautiful and authoritative studies of surviving church monuments of the period and of course one of the most important primary references to the developing styles of arms and armour as well as civil & church clothing. £45.00

**NEVILLE’S CROSS, BATTLE OF 1346**
Rollaston & prestwich FEW ONLY. pbk. 150p. The defeat of the Scot’s army £18.99

**NORMAN COMMANDERS : Masters of Warfare 911-1135**
Hill, Paul 240p. mint hardback. Detailed study £21.50

**NORMANS IN THE SOUTH 1016-1130**

**NEVILLE’S CROSS, BATTLE OF 1346**
Rollaston & prestwich FEW ONLY. pbk. 150p. The defeat of the Scot’s army £18.99

**POLEAXED SOURCE BOOK: 2) HEDGELEY MOOR TO STOKE FIELD 1487**
Armies & Battles of the wars of the Roses Maps. Stephenson pbk £10.00

**RICHARD III AND THE BATTLE OF BOSWORTH**
Ingram, M 302 pages 68 b/w photos, 17 b/w ills, 8pp colour plates. Latest research into the battle using the results of the detailed artefact searches. £21.50

**SCOTTISH AND WELSH WARS 1250 - 1400.**
Rothero : Osprey maa 151 £8.00

**SCOTTISH BARONIAL CASTLES 1250-1450**
- FORTRESS 82 £10.99

**SCOTTISH BATTLES SERIES 1) STIRLING BRIDGE & FALKIRK 1297-98**
Brief guide to the battles plus well ill heraldry in colour £6.99

**SECOND EDWARDS**

**TEWKESBURY 1471**
Davies J 30p. Contemporary accounts. pbk £4.00

**TEWKESBURY A Castle Firmly Built : Archaeological and historical investigations at Tewkesbury Castle, Staffordshire**
Carlton 330p.ill. detailed look at the sharp end of war. I have never been convinced of his massive ECW casualty stats but this new work contains very interesting well supported detail on army and Navy life and losses £21.50

**THE BATTLE OF HASTINGS**
Jim Bradbury 216p. Pbk. Ill. £4.50

**TUTBURY, BATTLE OF**
Boardman. 180p. reprint £8.99

**VICTORY AT POITIERS : The Black Prince & the Medieval art of war**
Teutsch, C mint hbk 160p Inc background study of warfare in the period £18.50